Direct Democracy (Communist) Party
The Alternative: Direct Democracy
With the invention of micro-chips (computers) development of means of
production has reached such a state that the communist society where all the
springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly, where the principle of
“from each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!" will be
applied is achievable immediately. In order to achieve this all the means of
production should become our common property so that they can be used for
common good. The form of democracy to be used in the period of transition is
direct democracy using the internet. Party works within the bounds of
bourgeois democracy (bourgeois dictatorship) to achieve direct democracy
which is the proletarian democracy (proletarian dictatorship). Direct
democracy is the participation of every citizen in the administration of the
state and thus is the end of the political state as we know it.
The perfect form of direct democracy requires the fulfillment of the following.
1. The automation and continuousness of production and distribution in each
unit and throughout the country through computerisation
2. The registration and perfect planning of all production and distribution
through the networking of all these computers to a central computer
3. The control of all production and distribution by all the workers through the
networking of their computers to this central computer
4. The direct participation of all the workers in administration of the state
through this network of computers.
And that requires the common ownership of the means of production, thus the
rule of the proletarians.
REFERANDUMS OFFERED BY “MAJOR” PARTIES!
LOCAL REFERANDUMS: Conservatives offer referendum at local level, but
they do not want to extend democracy, they want to save money! How? They
want to give a fixed amount of funds for certain activities and let you have

referendums on how to spend these. You cannot have a say on how much
need to be spend and on what!
REFERANDUM ON RECALL OF MPs: Liberals and Labour offer referendum
on recall of your local MP if he misbehaves. Whatever the definition of the
misbehaviour is for these people it does not include making war or making
you unemployed, and living in povetry.
REFERANDUMS OFFERED BY DIRECT DEMOCRACY PARTY:
ON ADMINISTERING THE STATE: Citizens will work for four hours daily, five
days a week and spend extra four hours daily and five days a week to
administer the local and national state.
ON IMMIGRATION: The main thing about immigration so far as we are
concerned is the reduction of our wages, loss of our employment and
reduction in the level of resources used by the working people, for they end
up being shared with the immigrants. For the rich it is the extra profits they
make using cheap labour of the immigrants, and by using them to reduce our
wages. Immigration policy is determined by those in power by not by what we
lose, but by what they gain.
ON CRIME AND PUNISHMENT: The main thing about crime so far as we are
concerned is that criminals kill our loved ones, turn them in to drag users,
make life a misery for us all. It is a well known fact that as economic crises
and hardships rise so does the crime. To be hard on the cause of crime one
must not permit economic hardship. One must devise a system without
economic ups and downs, without economic crises.
ON HEALTH SERVICE: Who is responsible from creating working conditions
that are damaging our health, creating low wages, unemployment, bad
housing and bad social conditions in general that are damaging our health,
creating a natural environment that is damaging our health? The rich and their
hangers on! On top of that they claim that their is not an endless resource to
spend on NHS while money is always found to save the business of the rich
and to kill people of other nations!
ON WAR: The days of war crimes against the civilian population is long gone.
Making war, propagating and agitating for war, providing facilities to war
makers is a crime against humanity!
ON RIGHTS OF NATIONS AND COUNTRIES: Nations have a right to use
their own language and to develop their own culture. Nations and countries
have a right to self determination and the right to form their own state. There
should be no interference in the domestic jurisdiction of sovereign States.
ON EQUALITY: True equality among men can only be achieved under an
economic system which guarantees to everyone equal conditions and
opportunities for the development of their own potentialities.

ON FASCISM AND NAZISM: Democracy has the right of struggle against
fascism and Nazism. And this right must have an effective guarantee.
ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: The freedom to disseminate ideas, the
freedom of expression, should be used to prevent the diffusion of dangerous
ideas, such as war-mongering and fascist ideas.
ON DUTIES OF THE INDIVIDUALS: The individual has not only rights but
also duties towards his neighbours, his family, his group and his nation.
YOUR TAX: Tax monies belong to you as even Mrs Thatcher the milk
snatcher had to accept, and as all the parties at this election do accept! Even
if the tax is collected from the companies’ profits, banks’ interests, and the
landlords’ rent, or from accumulated capital, it is still “your tax money”. How
about profit, interest, rent and accumulated capital? Whose are they? They
are yours, you created the accumulated capital and you create the tax, profit,
interest and rent, that is the national wealth!
ON OWNERSHIP: There are a handful of finantial oligarchs who own a huge
part of our national wealth and they control almost all aspects of our lives
through what they own and control. None of the parties inclusive of BNP will
offer you a referendum on as to who should own what. And yet it is the very
form of ownership of national wealth that is the root cause of the present
crises and all our problems. Nationalise the national wealth and start using it
for the benefit of the working people, for the benefit of the nation and the
crises and all our problems are resolved. Do not do this, than all the wealth is
used by the rich to provide more wealth for themselves and less wealth for us.
A compassionate nation we are, but we are ruled by and for an utterly and
totally uncompassionate bunch of people, the finantial oligarchs and their
hangers on! Without this rule coming to an end none of our problems will be
resolved, and we shall create problems for other nations. With Direct
Democracy, there will be continuous referendum on every question and how
to handle each and every question, and as working people, as honourable
people you will most certainly rule the country for the benefit of all, and for the
benefit of other nations. If you make a mistake you will be able to revisit your
decisions and correct your mistakes, for you shall be ruling using Direct
Democracy! Do your duty to yourself, to your children, to the country and
nation!

